Board of County Commissioners
Special Meeting
Commission Chambers
417 Gidding St. Clovis, NM

August 9, 2019 at 1:30 PM
Final Agenda
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Invocation
Pledge of Allegiance
Roll Call
Approval of Agenda

II.

III.

RECOGNITION OF VISITORS AND PUBLIC INPUT FOR WHICH NO ACTION
WILL BE TAKEN
1.

Public comments will be limited to three minutes per speaker.

2.

Individuals will be limited to one presentation per meeting, and there will be a maximum of six (6) speakers on each
subject.

3.

To avoid any possible violation of the Open Meetings Act, Commissioners will not respond to comments or answer
questions.

4.

Questions or requests for information in writing should be directed to the County Manager during regular business
hours.

ACTION ITEMS
1.

Presentation and Acceptance of the Agreed Upon Procedures (AUP) Report by Carr,
Riggs and Ingram, LLC Pertaining to the Treasurer’s Office – Alan D. Bowers Jr., CPA,
CITP

2.

Discussion and Direction on Agreed Upon Procedures Report of Treasurer’s Office –
Chet Spear and Steve Doerr

IV.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

V.

ADJOURNMENT
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Next Commission Meeting is Scheduled for Tuesday, August 20, 2019 at 9:00 AM
If you are an individual with a disability who is in need of a reader, amplifier, qualified sign language interpreter, or any other
form of auxiliary aid or service to attend or participate in a hearing or meeting, please contact the Curry County Manager at
575-763-6016 at least one (1) week prior to the meeting or as soon as practical. Public documents, including the agenda and
minutes, can be provided in various accessible formats. Please contact the Curry County Manager at 575-763-6016 if a summary
or other type of accessible format is needed.
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3.1

Administration Department

TO:
Board of County Commissioners
FROM:
Lance A. Pyle
DATE:
August 9, 2019
SUBJECT:
Presentation and Acceptance of the Agreed Upon Procedures (AUP) Report by Carr,
Riggs and Ingram, LLC Pertaining to the Treasurer’s Office – Alan D. Bowers Jr., CPA, CITP

See attached
Thank you,

Lance A. Pyle
County Manager
Prepared by Heather Allen
Last updated on 8/6/2019
ATTACHMENTS:
•

Curry County Report - FINAL

(PDF)

•

Schedule of Findings

(PDF)
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Curry County

Summary of Procedures

Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report by Carr, Riggs and Ingram)
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SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES
July 17, 2019
Lance Pyle, Curry County Manager
Curry County Commissioners
417 Gidding Street, Suite #100
Clovis, NM 88101
We have performed procedures that were specified and agreed to by Curry County (the “County”) and
Carr, Riggs & Ingram, LLC (“CRI”). The sufficiency of these procedures is solely the responsibility of the
County. Consequently, we make no representation regarding the sufficiency of the procedures either for
the purpose for which this report has been requested or for any other purpose.
Our procedures and findings are included in the attached summary.
We were not engaged to, and did not conduct an audit, the objective of which would be the expression
of an opinion on the compliance with policies and procedures and the accounting records. Accordingly,
we do not express such an opinion. Had we performed additional procedures, other matters might have
come to our attention that would have been reported to you.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of Curry County and is not intended to be and
should not be used by anyone other than those specified parties.
Sincerely,

Carr, Riggs & Ingram, LLC
Albuquerque, New Mexico
July 17, 2019
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report by Carr, Riggs and Ingram)

3.1.a

#
1

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Use standard PPC sampling
methodology to review and
verify whether the audit
findings 2018-001 and 2018002 have been corrected,
and
identify
the
plans/actions implemented
to prevent the same findings
from occurring again.

Summary of Test(s)
a. CRI obtained an understanding of the cash
receipt cycle at Curry County through
inquiry with County Treasurer, Curry County
Specialists and review of the written policies
and procedures. Using PPC standard
sampling methodology, CRI performed
control testwork over 25 daily closeout
packets. Due to changes in policies and
procedures during the fiscal year CRI tested
the period February 1, 2019 – June 20, 2019.

Findings & Results
§ Policies and procedures were updated during fiscal year 2019 and
the internal control deficiencies identified in the 2018 audit may not
be resolved until the procedures have been in place for an entire
fiscal year. CRI noted that the practices have changed but the
written policies and procedures have not been fully updated.
§ During testwork it was noted that a Curry County Specialist’s cash
drawer became short $20 on January 31, 2019 and remained out of
balance until February 22, 2019. No explanation for the variance or
documentation was indicated in the cash receipt binder for what
caused the error and how it was corrected. Per inquiry with County
Treasurer, CRI was informed that the cashier paid $20 to bring the
drawer back into balance. CRI reviewed two “Over/Under” reports
from May and June 2019 and noted that the Treasurer’s Office now
documents variances in the “Daily Summary” reports.
§ CRI noted documented signatures of who closed the cash drawers
on the 25 daily closeout packets tested.
§ Per discussion with County Treasurer, the new process of
documenting the drawer balance verification by the Treasurer,
Chief Deputy Treasurer, or someone from another department who
did not operate a cash drawer began in March 2019. CRI went
through each Curry County Specialist’s cash receipt binder and
noted the first instance of the review occurring on March 4, 2019.
After this date, CRI did not note any exceptions related to this new
process.
§ CRI noted that a deposit was $105 less than the CRI recalculated
amount. The cashier wrote on daily cash report that they had a void
of $105. CRI did not see any other documentation or approval of
void in the cashier cash receipt.
§ Although not internal control deficiencies, CRI noted on February
20, 2019 and March 6, 2019 deposit slips were not initialed by
preparer and CRI noted four instances (two on May 29, 2019 and
one on October 30, 2018 and June 11, 2019) in which deposit slips
were not included with the “Daily Summary” Report.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
1

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Use standard PPC sampling
methodology to review and
verify whether the audit
findings 2018-001 and 2018002 have been corrected,
and
identify
the
plans/actions implemented
to prevent the same findings
from occurring again.

Summary of Test(s)
b. CRI haphazardly selected one nonstandard
ACH deposit for each month currently
closed in the fiscal year (July 2018 – April
2019) and tested entry to see if it was
properly initiated and approved.

Findings & Results
§ CRI noted that the journal entry for the item tested in July 2018 was
tied to the New Mexico Bank and Trust “Daily Bank Account Detail”
and initialed by County Treasurer with journal entry number. The
support for the entry had a stamp indicating journal entry number
and date posted but no additional documentation or review. Based
on the documentation CRI is not able to determine who posted and
approved the entry.
§ No exceptions noted for other months tested.

c.

§

The "Recap and Reconciliation Report” for one of the months
selected (July 2018) was not reviewed by Deputy Treasurer or
Finance Director. Per discussion with County Treasurer, the Deputy
Treasurer position was vacant during this month and the Finance
Director did not begin review until the finding was noted in the FY
2018 audit report.

§

No exceptions noted.

d.

CRI obtained an understanding of the month
end process at Curry County through inquiry
with County Treasurer, and using PPC
sampling methodology selected the July
2018, January 2019, and April 2019 bank
reconciliations from the months currently
closed in the fiscal year (July 2018 – April
2019) and tested reconciliation to see if it
was properly initiated and approved.
CRI obtained an understanding of the
interest income due to the county from the
bank and collateralization requirements for
the State of New Mexico. CRI conferred with
County Treasurer regarding the plans and
actions implemented to prevent the same
findings from occurring again. Per County
Treasurer, the interest rate due to County
and the collateralization are being tracked
and reviewed monthly. CRI noted that the
Treasurer did not institute the new
procedure for interest income and
collateralization until November 2018. The
last day of the month for November 2018,
January 2019, and April 2019 were tested to
determine if County is reconciling/receiving
the correct interest income and meeting
collateralization requirements.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
1

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Use standard PPC sampling
methodology to review and
verify whether the audit
findings 2018-001 and 2018002 have been corrected,
and
identify
the
plans/actions implemented
to prevent the same findings
from occurring again.

Summary of Test(s)
e. CRI obtained an understanding of the
$5,000 of monies received from the inmate
agency and the plans/actions implemented
to prevent the same findings from
occurring again. CRI reviewed Check
#013362 and supporting documentation for
the remittance to the New Mexico Taxation
and Revenue Department Unclaimed
Property Office.

Findings & Results
§ Per discussion with County Treasurer, the funds of $5,023.68 were
several years old and belonged to numerous inmates prior to the
Curry County Detention Center establishing an electronic system to
handle inmate funds. The County Treasurer became aware of the
undocumented funds during the transition of the County’s bank
accounts from The Bank of Clovis to New Mexico Bank and Trust.
Curry County did a diligent search but was unable to provide the
names, addresses or any further information of any individuals that
may have claim or interest in the funds. A check in the amount of
$5,023.68 was submitted to the State of New Mexico Taxation and
Revenue Department Unclaimed Property Office on December 27,
2018 with no documentation.

f.

§

CRI obtained an understanding of the
internal controls around ACH, wire
transfers and manual checks. CRI reviewed
the most recent Treasurer’s report form
April 2019 and reviewed bank statements.

§

§
§

Wire and ACH payments require two people to process
transactions. The New Mexico Bank and Trust has assigned key fobs
that give a code to approve a wire or ACH. One person will initiate
the wire or ACH with his or her fob and another person will approve
that transaction with a different fob. Per discussion with County
Treasurer, the same key fob cannot be used to both initiate and
approve transactions.
Manual checks are created by inputting information in the Triadic
accounting software by the Deputy Treasurer or County Treasurer.
A check-run register is printed and reviewed by Curry County
Specialist with no documentation of review. After the review, the
checks are posted to general ledger and printed out. The check
stock is not pre-numbered and is kept in the safe. The checks have
one signature, the County Treasurer.
Payments (ACH, Wire, and Manual Checks) are included in the
monthly Treasurer’s Reports.
CRI noted a segregation of duties internal control deficiency due to
the Treasurer being able to initiate transaction, having access to the
blank check stock, signing checks and reconciling the bank
accounts.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
1

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Use standard PPC sampling
methodology to review and
verify whether the audit
findings 2018-001 and 2018002 have been corrected,
and
identify
the
plans/actions implemented
to prevent the same findings
from occurring again.

Summary of Test(s)
g. CRI inquired with Curry County Specialist,
looked at new procedures for Cash Receipts
issued March 20, 2019, and viewed
supporting documentation for two different
department transactions that were
haphazardly selected.

Findings & Results
§ Per discussion with Curry County Specialist the Treasurer’s office
receives receipts from various departments. Each transaction is
recorded as a miscellaneous receipt and is coded to the department
based on the GL account on the receipt. The Treasurer’s
department ensures the receipt from the County Department has
the current information and retains the yellow copy for their
records. The cashier completes the transaction and issues a receipt.
§ CRI did not note an exception for a transaction haphazardly
selected for the Sheriff’s Department and County Clerk.

2

Reconcile the safe and
review
policies
and
procedures to determine
how Cash, Checks, or other
items come into and out of
the safe.

CRI obtained the Treasurer’s Office Policies and
Procedures, inquired with County Treasurer,
looked at items stored in safe, and watched the
cashiers perform their daily close out and place
cash boxes in the safe.

§

§

§

§

3

Review at least two (2)
Monthly
Treasurer’s
Reports to ensure that
proper daily, weekly and
monthly procedures are
being
followed
and
determine if the months
were
balanced
and
reconciled. If not, indicate
the amount by which the
month was off by.

CRI inquired with County Treasurer, Finance
Director and performed reconciliation over two
monthly Treasurer’s Reports.

§

§

According to the County’s policies and procedures two employees
must be present before the safe can be opened in the morning. CRI
was present for the opening of the Treasurer’s Office and noted
that only one employee was present when the safe was opened.
During the reconciliation of the safe, CRI identified an envelope
with $3 and no supporting documentation. The County Treasurer
was not sure why this money was in the safe.
CRI inquired if money is ever put into the safe and not documented.
Treasurer explained that two overages of $100 were kept in the safe
and have since been deposited.
CRI noted the safe remains open from the time it is opened in the
morning until the office is closed in the evening. All of the
employees in the treasurer office have access to the items in the
safe and the Treasury Office does not maintain a log or tracking
system for items entering and leaving the safe.
CRI tied the outstanding checks per the “Recap and Reconciliation
Report” to the Triadic Outstanding Check Reports without
exception.
CRI reviewed Account #835 Curry County Repurchase Agreement
Account and noted the County Treasurer is not including the
interest earned from the last day of the month from the repurchase
agreement during the monthly reconciliation process. The current
process is to take the last transaction (sweep) from account #354
Acquisition Fund which does not include the interest earned for the
last day of the month. Due to this process the Treasurer’s Report of
the month of July 2018 is understated by $0.32 and the month of
April 2019 is understated by $21.05.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
4

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Interview staff regarding the
reconciling and balancing
process currently being
used. This will include who
performs the work and
where it takes place

Summary of Test(s)
CRI obtained the Treasurer’s Office Policies and
Procedures, inquired with County Treasurer and
Curry County Specialists, and watched the
closeout procedures performed on June 24,
2019.

Findings & Results
§ The county policy states, “All counting and/or balancing will occur
OUT of public view in a location away from the collection area.” The
Treasurer’s Office is not currently following this process. Cash count
is performed at the Customer Service Representatives’ work
station.
§ Per discussion with County Treasurer and Curry County Specialist,
the new process of documenting the $175 drawer balance
verification began in March 2019. CRI noted the written policies and
procedures have not been updated to include this.

5

Use standard PPC sampling
methodology to review the
cash drawers. If overages
are identified, determine
the process currently being
used and if this process is in
compliance
with
the
County’s policy.

CRI obtained an understanding of the cash
receipt cycle at Curry County through inquiry
with County Treasurer and Curry County
Specialist and review of the County’s written
policies and procedures. Using PPC standard
sampling methodology CRI performed a control
review over four daily closeout packets that had
overages/shortages.

§

§

§

§

CRI noted during review of the cash overages and shortages that
procedure have not been consistently applied during the fiscal year.
CRI reviewed the entire cash receipt binder for a Cashier and noted
that the cash drawer became short $20 on January 31, 2019 and
remained out of balance until February 22, 2019. No explanation
for the variance or documentation was indicated in the cash receipt
binder for what caused the error and how it was corrected.
Per the current policy, when cash overage and shortage situations
occur the County Treasure will perform an investigation. They will,
“request video of the camera feed for the day and transaction
window in question from the IT department.” CRI noted two of the
“Over/Under” reports did not have documentation of video footage
review.
Per the current policy, “in the event a shortage exists and the
customer who was given too much change can be identified
attempt to contact the customer and get the money back. If the
shortage persists for one week the Treasurer will requisition
replacement funds for the drawer.” CRI viewed two instances in
which the Curry County Specialists were required to pay out of
pocket to make up the differences.
CRI noted a deficiency in internal control design related to the
timeliness of variance corrections due to a $100 overage from April
11, 2017 not being resolved until June 24, 2019.

-6-
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
6

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Review two (2) separate
posting on February 22,
2019 of $100.00 each and
trace the posting and
applicable documentation
to account 401-00-4258.

Summary of Test(s)
CRI reviewed the closeout packet for two
overages of $100 that were applicable to the
postings on February 22, 2019.

7

Inspect
the
$50.00
employee variances from
April and May 2019. Review
documentation
and
transactions to determine
how the error occurred, and
determine if policies and
procedures were followed.

CRI reviewed Curry County Specialist’s “Daily
Summary” reports from May 7, 2019 – May 8,
2019 and the “Over/Under” report dated May 7,
2019.

Findings & Results
§ CRI reviewed Curry County Specialist’s “Daily Summary” report
from April 11, 2017 noted that the cashier’s drawer was over $100.
CRI viewed the “Over/Under” report dated April 11, 2017 signed by
Curry County Specialist and Treasurer on June 24, 2019. Per the
report the Cashier and County Treasurer reviewed checks and were
unable to determine variance. The $100 overage was placed in the
safe to see if someone would claim the money and was kept in the
safe until it was posted to the over/under account on February 22,
2019 and deposited in the bank.
§ CRI reviewed Curry County Specialist’s “Daily Summary” report
from October 30, 2018 and the drawer was shown to be in balance.
Based on discussion with County Treasurer the Specialist’s drawer
was over $100. CRI viewed the “Over/Under” report dated October
30, 2018 signed Curry County Specialist and Treasurer on June 24,
2019. Per the report, the Cashier and County Treasurer reviewed
checks and were unable to determine variance. The $100 overage
was placed in the safe to see if someone would claim it. The $100
overage was kept in the safe until it was posted to the over/under
account on February 22, 2019 and deposited in the bank.
§ The two postings appear reasonable based on the “Over/Under”
reports, but based on the documentation CRI is not able to
determine who posted and approved the two entries.
§ CRI noted the “Over/Under” Report documentation for the two
variances were retroactively corrected by the County Treasurer and
not signed and approved until June 24, 2019. CRI identified a
deficiency in internal control design related to the timeliness of
variance corrections due to a $100 overage from April 11, 2017 not
being resolved until June 24, 2019.
§ CRI viewed the “Over/Under” report dated May 7, 2019 signed by
Curry County Specialist and County Treasurer. A miscellaneous
receipt and a separate deposit were created to correct the error. It
was determined that the customer on tax bill 2018-0010813
Receipt 2018-43500 overpaid by $50 and needed to be refunded.
Per the “Over/Under” report notes, there were seven cash
transactions on May 7, 2019 and the video was reviewed for all of
them. Only one transaction involved $50.00, but it was
indeterminable from the video if an extra $50 was paid by a
customer.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#

Agreed-Upon Procedure

Summary of Test(s)

8

Review Treasurer’s Office
written internal controls
documentation, determine
if policies and procedures
are being followed, and
provide recommendations.

a.

Per discussion with County Treasurer and
review of documentation it was determined
that Curry County Specialists have the ability
to initiate and approve voids, refunds, and
returns.

b.

CRI obtained an understanding of the
internal controls around manual checks.

§

CRI recommends that the person performing the review of the
manual check register be separate from the person creating the
check-run and initial/date that that review process has taken place.

c.

CRI obtained an understanding of the month
end process at Curry County through inquiry
with County Treasurer and testwork over
bank reconciliations.

§

CRI obtained an understanding of the month end process at Curry
County through inquiry with County Treasurer and testwork over
bank reconciliations.

d.

CRI obtained an understanding of the cash
receipt overages and shortages process at
Curry County through inquiry with County
Treasurer, Curry County Specialists, and
through review of the County’s written
policies and procedures.

§

CRI noted that current written policy does not provide instructions
in the event of a shortage. CRI recommends that if Curry County
Specialists are required to pay for shortages, the policy be written
to reflect this procedure. CRI also recommends that any overages
be booked and deposited in the bank and not kept in the safe.

Procedures were designed to address the points
raised in the letter sent to Treasurer on June 11,
2019.

§

Recommendations and implementations are addressed throughout
this report.

9

Review letter sent to
Treasurer on June 11, 2019
and what should be
implemented to ensure that
similar issues and areas of
concern do not occur again.

Findings & Results
§ CRI noted that the deposit on May 9, 2019 was $50 less than the
CRI recalculated amount. The cashier wrote on daily cash “$50 Misc.
Rec Dep 5-8-19”. CRI reviewed the documentation from May 8,
2019 and noted that the cashier was over $50.00 on May 7, 2019
and a deposit was created on May 8, 2019.
§ CRI reviewed the “Daily Summary” reports for all of the Curry
County Specialists and did not see a $50.00 employee variance from
April 2019.
§ CRI recommends that voids, refunds, and returns be initiated by the
cashier and reviewed and/or approved by Deputy County Treasurer
or County Treasurer.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
10

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Review checks issued to
Taxation and Revenue
Department on unclaimed
property and reconcile to
documentation
support.
Review unclaimed property
funds currently being held
to determine if additional
check needs to be sent.

Summary of Test(s)
a. CRI inquired with County Treasurer
regarding the unclaimed property account
and checks remitted to the State of New
Mexico.

Findings & Results
§ CRI was informed the following two checks were issued to the
Taxation and Revenue Department for unclaimed property. CRI
viewed copies of the checks as listed below:
Check #

Check Date

11797

12/27/2018

013362

12/27/2018

Amount
$

5,023.68
$

§

§

b.

CRI performed reconciliation of Fund 696
“Inmate Trust Voided Checks” and tied
balance of $858.67 to the April 2019 New
Mexico Bank and Trust bank statement for
account #373 Inmate Stale Dated Checks.

§

23,709.34
28,733.02

Check 11797: The amount of $23,709.34 represents the Curry
County Detention Center unclaimed inmate funds as well as some
other miscellaneous funds to which checks have been issued but
never cashed. CRI tied the check to a listing of the
individuals/entities to whom the checks were issued which was
submitted to the State of New Mexico Taxation and Revenue
Department Unclaimed Property Office.
Check 013362: The amount of $5,023.68 are funds that the County
had no documentation for when a check was submitted to the State
of New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department Unclaimed
Property Office. Per discussion with County Treasurer, the funds
were several years old and the funds belonged to various inmates
at the Curry County Detention Facility prior to Curry County's
Detention Center establishing an electronic system to handle
inmate funds. The County Treasurer became aware of the
undocumented funds during the transition of the County’s bank
accounts from The Bank of Clovis to New Mexico Bank and Trust.
Curry County performed a search but was unable to provide the
names, addresses, or any further information on any individuals
that may have claim or interest in the funds.
Account balance reconciles to supporting documentation. Current
balance of $858.67 will require additional check to be remitted to
the State of New Mexico.
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Attachment: Curry County Report - FINAL (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report

3.1.a

#
11

12

Agreed-Upon Procedure
Review
the
suspense
account balance (or line
item) that has been
referenced as a holding
accounting and used to
force balance.

Document the internal
controls related to the
County’s investments and
investment management

Summary of Test(s)
a. CRI reviewed the general ledger detail for
account 477-00-4188 Tax Suspense Income
and noted two transactions make up
$37,431 of the $37,450 account balance as
of June 25, 2019.

Findings & Results
§ CRI obtained the documentation for the two postings and noted
they are for accounts that are currently being protested. Both
transactions appear reasonable. However, based on the
documentation, CRI is not able to determine who posted and
approved the journal entries.

b.

CRI reviewed an unusual transaction of
$1,796,911.94 posted into and out of the
account on April 30, 2019.

§

CRI inquired with County Treasurer and
reviewed the agreement between Curry County
and First American Financial Advisors Inc. and
the County’s written investment policies and
procedures. CRI also considered the Committee
of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) internal
control integrated framework and the critical
elements that must be present in carrying out
the achievement objectives of an organization.

§

§

§

CRI determined the transaction was placed in the suspense account
due to a timing difference of when the county was informed of the
ACH from the bank and when it posted to the bank account.
Transaction appear reasonable and was for property taxes.
However, based on the documentation CRI is not able to determine
who posted and approved journal entry.
The County’s written investment policies and procedures state,
“The County Investment Officer shall document and maintain a
system of internal controls for the making of deposits and
investments of County funds.” Per discussion with County
Treasurer, County Treasurer has the ability to both initiate and
approve deposits and withdrawals without approval from the
investment committee. CRI noted this to be a deficiency in current
internal control process.
Per discussion with the County Treasurer CRI noted that investment
activity is recorded to the general ledger via the Triadic accounting
software and the entries are not reviewed before being posted.
An effective system of internal controls would include segregation
of duties for the authorization/review of investment transactions,
recording to the general ledger, and custody of the assets. Due to
the size of the County if the duties cannot be separated, a mitigating
control should be in place to review the deposit and withdrawal of
investment funds and general ledger postings.
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Attachment: Schedule of Findings (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report by Carr, Riggs and Ingram)
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Attachment: Schedule of Findings (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report by Carr, Riggs and Ingram)
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Attachment: Schedule of Findings (6823 : ADM - Presentation and Acceptance of the AUP Report by Carr, Riggs and Ingram)
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3.2

Administration Department

TO:
Board of County Commissioners
FROM:
Lance A. Pyle
DATE:
August 9, 2019
SUBJECT:
Discussion and Direction on Agreed Upon Procedures Report of Treasurer’s Office – Chet
Spear and Steve Doerr

.
Thank you,

Lance A. Pyle
County Manager
Prepared by Heather Allen
Last updated on 8/6/2019
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